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ITEM I – COSEWIC ACTIVITIES 
 

1. Wildlife Species Assessment Meetings 
 
Section 15 (1) of the Species at Risk Act states: “The functions of COSEWIC are to (a) assess 
the status of each wildlife species considered by COSEWIC to be at risk and, as part of the 
assessment, identify existing and potential threats to the species and 
(i) classify the species as extinct, extirpated, endangered, threatened, or of special concern, 
(ii) indicate that COSEWIC does not have sufficient information to classify the species, or 
(iii) indicate that the species is not currently at risk”. 

 
Under Canada’s Species at Risk Act (SARA), the foremost function of COSEWIC is to 

“assess the status of each wildlife species considered by COSEWIC to be at risk and, as part 
of the assessment, identify existing and potential threats to the wildlife species”. 

 
Since uplifting the COVID-19 pandemic related travel restrictions in the spring of 2022, 

COSEWIC has once again been able to hold its regular face-to-face Wildlife Species 
Assessment Meetings during the 2022-2023 reporting period.  

 
As usual, COSEWIC held two Wildlife Species Assessment Meetings in this reporting 

year (October 1, 2022, to September 30, 2023). One meeting was from November 28 to 
December 3, 2022, and the other one was from April 30 to May 5, 2023. During this reporting 
period, COSEWIC assessed the status or reviewed the classification of 43 wildlife species.  

 
The wildlife species assessment results for the 2022-2023 reporting period include 

the following:  
 
Extinct: 0 
 
Extirpated:  7 
 
Endangered:  17 
 
Threatened:  7 
 
Special Concern:  11 
 
Data Deficient:  1 
 
Not at Risk:   0 
 
Total:  43 
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Of the 43 wildlife species examined, COSEWIC reviewed the classification of 32 wildlife 
species that had been assessed previously. The review of classification for 27 of those wildlife 
species resulted in a confirmation of the same risk status as the previous assessment (see 
Table 1a). 

 
 

Table 1a. Confirmation of status for wildlife species previously assessed:  
 

EXTIRPATED ENDANGERED THREATENED SPECIAL CONCERN 

• American Burying 
Beetle 

• Eastern Tiger 
Salamander 
(Carolinian 
population) 

• Island Marble 

• Northwestern Pond 
Turtle 

• Pacific Gophersnake 

• Spring Blue-eyed 
Mary 

• Timber Rattlesnake  

• Atlantic Whitefish 

• Bert's Predaceous 
Diving Beetle 

• Coastal Manroot 

• Island Blue 

• Leatherback Sea 
Turtle (Atlantic 
population)  

• Leatherback Sea 
Turtle (Pacific 
population) 

• Northern Bobwhite 

• Poor Pocket Moss 

• Roseate Tern 

• Rusty-patched Bumble 
Bee 

• White-headed 
Woodpecker 

• Bicknell's Thrush 

• Northern Fur Seal 

• Slender Mouse-
ear-cress 

 

• Brook Floater 

• Great Plains Toad 

• Humpback Whale (North 
Pacific population) 

• Magnum Mantleslug 

• Mountain Beaver 

• Savannah Sparrow 
princeps subspecies 
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Data Deficient, Not at Risk, Extinct:  
 
In December 2022, COSEWIC did not assess any wildlife species as Data Deficient or 

Not at Risk. 
 
Provancher’s Fleabane was assessed as Data Deficient in May 2023. This wildlife 

species was assessed previously by COSEWIC as Special Concern (April 1992) and is 
currently listed as Special Concern on Schedule 3 of SARA. There were no Not at Risk 
designations in May 2023. 

 
Special Note: Riverine Clubtail was previously assessed as 3 populations; Boreal 

population (Data Deficient), Great Lakes Plains population (Endangered), and Prairie 
population (Data Deficient). In May 2023, these 3 populations of Riverine Clubtail were 
assessed as one unit across Canada as Special Concern (Table 1b), and all 3 previous 
populations were de-activated. The Great Lakes Plains population is currently listed as 
Endangered on Schedule 1 of SARA.  

 
Special Note: Great Blue Heron fannini subspecies was previously assessed as Special 

Concern by COSEWIC. In December 2022, COSEWIC de-activated this designation as it was 
concluded that this wildlife species is ineligible for assessment. This wildlife species is 
currently listed as Special Concern on Schedule 1 of SARA. 

 
Special Note: Half-moon Hairstreak was previously assessed by COSEWIC as 

Endangered (currently Schedule 1 of SARA); in December 2022, this original unit was split 
into two populations. The Okanagan-Similkameen population was designated Threatened, 
and the Waterton Lakes population was designated as Endangered (Table 1b).  

 
Special Note:  The Mountain Sucker was previously assessed by COSEWIC as 3 

populations: "Milk River populations" unit (Threatened, Schedule 1 SARA), "Pacific 
populations" unit (Special Concern, Schedule 1 SARA), and "Saskatchewan-Nelson River 
populations" unit (Not at Risk). In December 2022, the species formerly considered Mountain 
Sucker was split into two separate species, Plains Sucker (2 populations) and Cordilleran 
Sucker (all 3 in Table 1b). The original 2010 "Pacific populations' unit of Mountain Sucker is 
now known as Cordilleran Sucker and was designated Threatened in December 2022 
(Table 1b). 

 
With the transmission of this report, COSEWIC provides assessments (see Table 1b) of 

15 wildlife species newly classified as Extirpated, Endangered, Threatened, and of Special 
Concern to the Minister of Environment and Climate Change to consider whether to 
recommend to the Governor in Council (GIC) that they be added to Schedule 1 of SARA.  
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Table 1b. Newly classified wildlife species eligible for an amendment to Schedule 1 
of SARA:  
 

EXTIRPATED ENDANGERED THREATENED SPECIAL CONCERN 

 • California Sword Fern 

• Eastern Red Bat 

• Gulf of St. Lawrence 
Aster 

• Half-moon Hairstreak 
(Waterton Lakes 
population) 

• Hoary Bat 

• Silver-haired Bat 

• Cordilleran Sucker 

• Half-moon Hairstreak 
(Okanagan-Similkameen 
population) 

• Plains Sucker (Missouri 
population) 

• Scaly Fringe Lichen 

• Eastern Whip-poor-will 

• Foothill Sedge 

• Plains Sucker 
(Saskatchewan-Nelson 
population) 

• Riverine Clubtail 

• Small-flowered Sand-
verbena 

 
 

Information pertaining to the wildlife species assessed since the last annual report can 
be found on the SARA Public Registry website at the following address: 
 
https://wildlife-species.canada.ca/species-risk-registry/sar/index/default_e.cfm 

 
A copy of the assessment details for these wildlife species, including status assigned, 

reasons for designation (including uncertainties if applicable), and COSEWIC criteria with 
alphanumeric codes can be found on the COSEWIC website at the following address: 
 
http://cosewic.ca/index.php/en-ca/assessment-process 
 

Status reports containing information on COSEWIC’s status assessments will be 
available on the SARA Public Registry at the following address: 
 
https://wildlife-species.canada.ca/species-risk-registry/sar/assessment/status_e.cfm 
 

As of May 2023, COSEWIC’s assessments include 846 wildlife species in various risk 
categories, including 373 Endangered, 197 Threatened, 255 Special Concern, and 21 
Extirpated (i.e., no longer found in the wild in Canada). In addition, 23 wildlife species have 
been assessed as Extinct.  
 

As of May 2023, 61 wildlife species have been designated as Data Deficient and 202 
have been assessed and assigned Not at Risk status. 

https://wildlife-species.canada.ca/species-risk-registry/sar/index/default_e.cfm
http://cosewic.ca/index.php/en-ca/assessment-process
https://wildlife-species.canada.ca/species-risk-registry/sar/assessment/status_e.cfm
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2. Important Notes Regarding Status Assessments 
 

Section 27 of SARA states that the Governor in Council may, on the recommendation of the 
Minister, by order amend the List in accordance with subsections (1.1) and (1.2) by adding a 
wildlife species, by reclassifying a listed wildlife species or by removing a listed wildlife 
species, and the Minister may, by order, amend the List in a similar fashion in accordance 
with subsection (3). 
 

During the period covered in the report, COSEWIC did not inform the Minister about any 
details related to status assessments. 

 
Provancher’s Fleabane was assessed as Data Deficient in May 2023. This wildlife 

species was assessed previously by COSEWIC as Special Concern (April 1992) and is 
currently listed as Special Concern on Schedule 3 of SARA. As such, an amendment to 
Schedule 3 of SARA can be considered. 

 
The Great Blue Heron fannini subspecies was previously assessed as Special Concern 

by COSEWIC. In December 2022, COSEWIC de-activated this designation as it was 
concluded that this wildlife species is ineligible for assessment. This wildlife species is 
currently listed as Special Concern on Schedule 1 of SARA. As such, an amendment to 
Schedule 1 of SARA can be considered. 

 
 

3. Other Wildlife Species Assessment Activities 
  

Emergency Assessments 
 

Section 29 of SARA provides for the listing of a wildlife species based on an imminent threat 
to the survival of the wildlife species under an emergency basis. Section 30 (1) of SARA 
states that COSEWIC is to prepare a status report on the wildlife species and, within one year 
after the making of the order, COSEWIC must, in a report in writing to the Minister, (a) confirm 
the classification of the species; (b) recommend to the Minister that the species be 
reclassified; or (c) recommend to the Minister that the species be removed from the List. 
 

No emergency assessments were conducted during the 2022-2023 reporting period. 
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4. Wildlife Species Assessments returned by the Governor in Council (GIC) 
to COSEWIC for further information or consideration 
 
Section 27 (1.1) (c) of SARA provides for the Governor in Council to, on the recommendation 
of the Minister, refer an assessment of the status of a species back to COSEWIC for further 
information or consideration. 
 

No wildlife species were referred back to COSEWIC for further consideration during this 
reporting period.  
 
 
5. Wildlife Species Selected for Status Report Preparation 
 
Section 15.1 (b) of SARA states that one of the functions of COSEWIC is to “determine when 
wildlife species are to be assessed, with priority given to those more likely to become extinct”. 

 
Following COSEWIC's process for prioritizing new wildlife species for assessment, 15 

(including putative designatable units) wildlife species from COSEWIC's Species Specialist 
Subcommittees’ candidate lists were chosen by the Committee for status report 
commissioning in 2022. The following is a list of those prioritized candidate wildlife species: 

 
 

Taxonomic Group Common Name / Population name Scientific Name 
1. Arthropods Valley Grasshopper Oedaleontus enigma 

2. Arthropods Leadplant Flower Moth Schinia luscens 

3. Arthropods [a darkling beetle] Ephalus latimanus 

4. Arthropods Large-lipped Sand Beetle Omophron labiatum 

5. Arthropods Sable Island Bordered Apamea Apamea sordens sableana  

6. Arthropods Sable Island Borer Papaipema sp.  

7. Arthropods Sable Island Cutworm Moth Agrotis arenarius 

8. Arthropods Sable Island Eucosma Eucosma sableana 

9. Arthropods Sable Island Leaf Beetle Tricholochmaea sablensis 

10. Arthropods White-marked Tussock Moth (Sable Island spp.) Orgyia leucostigma sablensis 

11. Molluscs Ashy Pebblesnail Fluminicola fuscus 

12. Molluscs Boreal Awningclam Solemya borealis 

13. Molluscs Bronze Pinecone Strobilops aeneus 

14. Molluscs Globose Dome Ventridens ligera 

15. Molluscs Pyramid Dome Ventridens intertextus 
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6. COSEWIC Subcommittees 
 
Section 18 (1) of SARA requires COSEWIC to establish subcommittees of specialists to assist 
in the preparation and review of status reports on wildlife species considered to be at risk, 
including subcommittees specializing in groups of wildlife species and a subcommittee 
specializing in Aboriginal traditional knowledge. 
 
Aboriginal Traditional Knowledge Subcommittee  
 

COSEWIC’s Aboriginal Traditional Knowledge Subcommittee is responsible for ensuring 
that Aboriginal Traditional Knowledge (ATK) is integrated appropriately in COSEWIC’s 
assessment process. The Subcommittee consists of members appointed by the Federal 
Minister of Environment and Climate Change. The Co-chairs of the ATK Subcommittee are 
members of COSEWIC and provide COSEWIC with their expertise on ATK. 

 
The following is a summary of activities over this past year:  
 

• The ATK Subcommittee hosted a series of teleconferences to discuss how best to 
access ATK for COSEWIC prairie species, including a focus on Wood Bison, and 
COSEWIC Guidelines on Manipulated Wildlife Species. Participants included 
Knowledge Holder Leroy Little Bear.  
 

• The ATK Subcommittee hosted a one-day workshop with Knowledge Holders and 
Elders in Fredericton, New Brunswick. Networking with the Elders Circle (from 2021) 
to strengthen stakeholder engagement. 
 

• A member of the ATK Subcommittee was invited by Maliseet Nation Conservation 
Council to participate in a Salmon Summit (Fredericton, New Brunswick), to discuss 
Atlantic Salmon and the concerns to first nation communities regarding proposal of 
new delineation to the designatable units structure. It is anticipated that there will be 
continued engagement with communities to potentially gather ATK for integration in 
the COSEWIC status report; Atlantic Salmon anticipated assessment date is 2024.  
 

• The ATK Subcommittee Co-chairs and select members of COSEWIC participated on 
a number of calls with National Inuit Wildlife Committee (NIWC) to discuss their final 
proposal for a new Inuit Knowledge Subcommittee. Discussions are still underway. 
 

In 2022, ATK Subcommittee-related activities were limited, including planned ATK 
reports that were not advanced, due to perceived conflict of interest and a delay in legal 
review of the ATK contract IP clauses. This included ongoing work to prioritize and select 
wildlife species for ATK reports as well as the integration of ATK in the COSEWIC status 
report on Grizzly Bear.  
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COSEWIC extends its sincere gratitude to the members of the ATK Subcommittee for 

their ongoing commitment to ensuring that COSEWIC assessments are informed by the best 
available information. 

 
Species Specialist Subcommittees 
 

COSEWIC’s Species Specialists Subcommittees provide taxonomic expertise to the 
Committee. Each Species Specialist Subcommittee is led by two volunteer Co-chairs, and 
typically 10-12 members who are recognized Canadian experts in the taxonomic group in 
question, demonstrate high standards of education, experience, and expertise and have a 
demonstrated knowledge of wildlife conservation. These volunteer members are drawn from 
universities, provincial wildlife agencies, museums, Conservation Data Centres, and other 
sources of expertise on Canadian wildlife species. They support the Co-chairs in developing 
candidate lists of wildlife species to be considered for assessment, commissioning status 
reports for priority wildlife species, reviewing reports for scientific accuracy and 
completeness, and proposing to COSEWIC a status for each wildlife species. Currently, 
COSEWIC has 10 Species Specialist Subcommittees: Amphibians and Reptiles, Arthropods, 
Birds, Freshwater Fishes, Marine Fishes, Marine Mammals, Molluscs, Mosses and Lichens, 
Terrestrial Mammals, and Vascular Plants. 
 

For more information please see: 
 
http://cosewic.ca/index.php/en-ca/about-us/cosewic-subcommittees 
 

Species Specialist Subcommittee meetings typically take place annually in different 
locations in Canada. Since uplifting the COVID-19 pandemic related travel restrictions, 
meetings have returned to in-person. Observers were once again able to attend public 
information sessions for Species Specialist Subcommittees. 

 
In addition to their continued work to ensure that high quality status reports are brought 

to each COSEWIC Wildlife Species Assessment Meeting, Species Specialist Subcommittees 
also periodically undertake special projects aimed at assisting their work.   

 
COSEWIC is extremely grateful for the important work of the Species Specialist 

Subcommittee members who provide their time and expertise on a volunteer basis.  
 

 

http://cosewic.ca/index.php/en-ca/about-us/cosewic-subcommittees
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7. COSEWIC Operations and Procedures 
 
Section 19 of SARA states that COSEWIC “may make rules respecting the holding of 
meetings and the general conduct of its activities.” 
 

COSEWIC is guided in its activities by an Operations & Procedures Manual that is 
reviewed annually by COSEWIC’s Operations and Procedures Subcommittee, which 
recommends any changes to the Committee for its approval. During this reporting period, the 
COSEWIC Operations and Procedures Manual was updated to reflect changes in 
COSEWIC’s procedures. The most notable changes are as follows:  

 
• Appendix F13 (Conducting and Incorporating a Threats Classification and 

Assessment Calculator into the COSEWIC Status Report) was updated to provide 
more comprehensive instructions on developing and executing threats calculators, 
applying scores to threats and guidance on roles and responsibilities. 
 

• COSEWIC also approved a new appendix to be added to the Operations and 
Procedures Manual. Appendix F14 (Template for the Preparation of a COSEWIC 
Status Report Addendum) was created to increase efficiencies and reduce status 
report length and is to be used as the default format for reassessment status reports 
going forward. 

 
 
8. Procedural Working Groups 

 
Section 18 (1) of SARA also allows COSEWIC to establish subcommittees to advise it or to 
exercise or perform any of its functions. 
 

Procedural working groups are essential to ensuring COSEWIC’s operations and 
procedures are efficient, effective and followed clearly, thus maintaining the quality and 
consistency of COSEWIC status assessments and processes.  

 
a) Press Release 

 
This Working Group was active before and during each Wildlife Species Assessment 
Meeting on the production of each press release.  
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b) Species Prioritization 
 
The Priority Setting Working Group decided at the December 2022 Wildlife Species 
Assessment Meeting to pause the prioritization process for 2023 so that SSCs could 
move forward with reports that have been delayed due to conflict of interest and 
contracting issues. Therefore, the working group did not ask SSCs for new wildlife 
species candidates at the Spring 2023 Wildlife Species Assessment Meeting, and 
instead presented a revised prioritization table for both new and reassessment species 
that would be used for the 2023 and 2024 call for bids. The working group also has 
been transitioning to a new timeline where new and reassessment species follow the 
same process and timeline as opposed to being prioritized separately. This work is 
aimed at finding solutions to COSEWIC’s growing list of backlogged reassessments 
while ensuring that COSEWIC targets highest priority species for assessment. 
 

c) Status Report Streamlining  
 
The updated status report template was finalized and implemented in 2022. The 
working group has fulfilled its mandate and it has been disbanded. In 2022-2023, 
COSEWIC members began developing a new process to further streamline status 
report production. While not yet approved and included in the Operations and 
Procedures Manual, trials of the new Review of Classification procedure began in 
2023 and will continue in 2023-2024. The hopeful result will be a spreadsheet 
approach to review classification of wildlife species for which status is not expected 
to change.  
 

d) Designatable Units 
 
This working group continues to assist Species Specialist Subcommittees with 
implementing the updated (2020) Guidelines for Determining Designatable Units. In 
2022-2023, the working group initiated a review opportunity for COSEWIC’s 
jurisdictional partners through the Canadian Wildlife Directors Committee. Results 
would be compiled, and a response planned in early 2023-2024. Expanding the review 
input, in June 2023, the working group hosted two online meetings for interested 
representatives from the same jurisdictional partners. The meetings began with a 
presentation from a working group Co-chair, followed by a question and answer-style 
discussion using expertise of both working group members and invitees. Thirty-two 
jurisdictional representatives attended one or both sessions, along with seven working 
group members and COSEWIC staff. Jurisdictional representatives generally agreed 
that the updated guidelines were clearer and more rigorous, leading to better 
delineation of designatable units according to discreteness and evolutionary 
significance. This was seen as key to conserving biodiversity. Participants 
acknowledged the administrative and regulatory challenges associated with changing 
Designatable Unit divisions over time. Review participants also requested more 
guidance on using the precautionary principle when designating assessment units, on 
using “weight of evidence” and on interpreting specialized terminology.  
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e) Data  
 
This working group continues to review the Operations and Procedures Manual, 
Appendix F8 (Updated Guidelines Concerning Sensitive Information) of the 
Operations and Procedures Manual. They are also discussing details related to 
COSEWIC-related data with the aim of improving its accessibility to others. ECCC is 
planning on leading a contract to identify barriers to data sharing and provide 
recommendations for COSEWIC contracts in 2023-2024. 

 
f) Equity, Diversity and Inclusion (EDI) 

 
This working group is advancing its work to achieve diversified membership that is 
representative of the population we serve. An EDI consultant has delivered a report 
this year and recommendations were provided to the committee in November 2022 
towards this goal. The working group has continued to provide the Committee with 
advice on operations and procedural changes on advertising membership positions 
and assessing membership applicants to strive for qualified diverse membership. 
COSEWIC has now achieved gender parity, and we are continuing to push for 
improvements in other axes of diversity. The working group will strive to implement 
certain recommendations by its EDI consultant in the coming months and years. 
 

g) Criteria 
 
At the November 2022 COSEWIC Wildlife Species Assessment meeting, Dave 
Fraser, Chair of the working group, gave a Criteria training workshop to all COSEWIC 
members. At its spring 2023 meeting, COSEWIC agreed with the recommendation of 
the Criteria Working Group that Extent of Occurrence (EOO) should be calculated 
using a minimum convex polygon drawn around Canadian occurrences. The 
“instructions for Report Writers” will be updated after the fall 2023 meeting. 
 

h) Threats Assessments 
 
Revisions have been made to Appendix F13. Instructions on Completing IUCN 
Threats Calculators, and the working group presented as well as finalized those 
changes at the Fall 2022 Wildlife Species Assessment Meeting. These amendments 
more accurately reflect the threats assessment process and relevant guidance. The 
working group also created a 1-page guidance document for new participants to the 
threats assessment process. It is anticipated that relevant threat calculator training will 
be initiated for facilitators that lead various species threat assessments.  
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i) SARA-COSEWIC Collaboration 
 
A tri-departmental working group consisting of SARA managers from Environment and 
Climate Change Canada, Fisheries and Oceans Canada and Parks Canada has 
approached COSEWIC in order to collaborate on the streamlining of the SARA 
process. An expert facilitator and consultant were hired in order to lead discussions 
between COSEWIC and the three federal departments responsible for SARA. In 
February 2023, a workshop was held to discuss areas of overlap and common 
priorities where efficiencies could be achieved in order to improve the conservation 
outcomes of species at risk in Canada. Areas for potential improvement and 
collaboration include enhanced communications, jurisdictional engagement, 
indigenous engagement, threats assessment and data sharing. A report with 
recommendations for areas of collaboration is pending and will be delivered in 
late 2023. 

 
 

9. COSEWIC Communications 
 

Insofar as resources allow, COSEWIC and its Chairs over the years have made every 
effort to inform governments and the public about the work of the Committee. Since uplifting 
the COVID-19 pandemic travel restrictions on October 1, 2022, the COSEWIC Chair has 
once again been able to attend the regular face-to-face meetings during the 2022-2023 
reporting period. 
 

During the current reporting period, COSEWIC produced two press releases outlining the 
results of the fall 2022 and the spring 2023 Wildlife Species Assessment Meetings. The links 
to the COSEWIC press releases can be found on the COSEWIC website: 
 
http://cosewic.ca/index.php/en-ca/news-and-events 
 

COSEWIC’s Twitter account informs Canadians about news on Canadian species at risk. 
The account can be found at https://twitter.com/cosewic and now has nearly 2,000 followers.  
 

The Chair of COSEWIC gave the following virtual and in-person presentations or 
meetings on the work of COSEWIC: 

 
• The Nunavik Marine Regional Wildlife Board (twice) 

 
• The Kitikmeot Regional Wildlife Board 

 
• Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami Inuit National Inuit Wildlife Committee 

 
• Beverly and Qamanirjuaq Caribou Management Board 

 
• Canadian Wildlife Directors Committee 

http://cosewic.ca/index.php/en-ca/news-and-events
https://twitter.com/cosewic
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In addition, the Chair of COSEWIC had written correspondence or attended meetings 

regarding the following issues: 
 
• Consultation process with regard to Monarch Butterfly by Government of Canada 

 
• Potential listing of Torngat and Eastern Migratory Caribou as Endangered under the 

Species at Risk Act (response provided explanation that listing is beyond COSEWIC’s 
mandate) 
 Etienne Rich, Grand Chief of the Innu Nation 

 
• Meetings with territorial officials regarding SARA 

 Brett Elkin, Director, Environment and Climate Change, Government of 
Northwest Territories 

 
• Meetings with various federal officials regarding SARA on various topics including 

Developing a Framework for Aquatic Species at Risk Conservation, listing of Aquatic 
Species, tri-departmental priorities, and COSEWIC. 
 Aura Pantieras, Director General, Wildlife, Assessment and Information, 

Environment and Climate Change Canada 
 Julie Spallin, Director General, Assessment & Regulatory Affairs, Environment 

and Climate Change Canada 
 Kate Ladell, Director General, Biodiversity Management, Fisheries and Oceans 

Canada 
 Bernard Vigneault, Director General, Ecosystems Science, Fisheries and Oceans 

Canada 
 Simon Nadeau, Director, Marine Mammals and Biodiversity Science Branch, 

Fisheries and Oceans Canada 
 Erin Groulx, Director, Species at Risk Governance, Listing and Emerging 

Priorities, Fisheries and Oceans Canada 
 Courtney Trevis, Director, Species at Risk Operations, Fisheries and Oceans 

Canada 
 Anne Phelps, Manager, Fisheries Protection Policy, Fisheries and Oceans 

Canada 
 Corina Busby, Manager, Species at Risk Listing and Emerging Priorities, 

Fisheries and Oceans Canada 
 Sophie Foster, Manager, Species at Risk and Aquatic Invasive Species, 

Fisheries and Oceans Canada 
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 Julie Châteauvert, Manager, Species at Risk and Aquatic Invasive Species, 
Fisheries and Oceans Canada 

 Erika Thorleifson, Senior Species at Risk Biologist, Listing and Emerging 
Priorities, Fisheries and Oceans Canada 

 Sarah Wren, Director, Species at Risk Act Implementation, Environment and 
Climate Change Canada 

 Christie Whelan, Manager, National Species at Risk Recovery Planning, 
Environment and Climate Change Canada 

 Sybil Feinman, Manager, Species at Risk Listing, Environment and Climate 
Change Canada 

 Heather Gosselin, Species Conservation, Parks Canada Agency 
 

• Correspondence and meetings with people regarding the Black-tailed Prairie Dog 
accompanied by the co-chair of the Terrestrial Mammals Specialist Subcommittee 
(Stephen Petersen) former chair of COSEWIC (John Reynolds) and Manitoba 
jurisdictional member (Erin Swerdfeger).  Not everyone attended all the meetings. 
 Patricia Fornarolo, Field Unit Superintendent for Parks Canada South 

Saskatchewan Field Unit 
 Dan Rafla, Acting Resource Conservation Manager, Grasslands National Park, 

Parks Canada Agency 
 Beatriz Prieto, Terrestrial Ecologist, Government of Saskatchewan 
 Members of the Masefield Pasture Association Board, Saskatchewan 
 Members of the Dixon Pasture Association Board, Saskatchewan 
 Members of the Val Marie Rural Municipality Council, Saskatchewan 

 
• Species at Risk legislation in Canada and Australian Environmental Protection and 

Diversity Conservation Act  
 Dr. Helene Marsha, AO, FAA, FTSE, FRZA, FQA, Chair Commonwealth 

Threatened Species Scientific Committee, Emeritus Professor, Environmental 
Science, James Cook University, Australia 
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ITEM II – COSEWIC MEMBERSHIP 
 

Section 16 of SARA states that (1) COSEWIC is to be composed of members appointed by 
the Minister after consultation with the Canadian Endangered Species Conservation Council 
and with any experts and expert bodies, such as the Royal Society of Canada, that the 
Minister considers to have relevant expertise. (2) Each member must have expertise drawn 
from a discipline such as conservation biology, population dynamics, taxonomy, systematics 
or genetics or from community knowledge or aboriginal traditional knowledge of the 
conservation of wildlife species. (3) The members are to be appointed to hold office for 
renewable terms of not more than four years. 
 
1. Membership Changes 
 

For a current list of members on COSEWIC, please see the COSEWIC website. 
 
http://cosewic.ca/index.php/en-ca/about-us/cosewic-members 
 

Members from the Federal, Provincial or Territorial jurisdictions are recommended to the 
Federal Minister of Environment and Climate Change Canada by the jurisdiction. 
  

The Co-chairs of the ATK Subcommittee are elected by the ATK Subcommittee members 
and recommended to the Minister of Environment and Climate Change Canada for 
appointment to COSEWIC. The Co-chairs and all ATK Subcommittee members are 
nominated by National Aboriginal Organizations with the exception of two of its members who 
can be nominated by the ATK Subcommittee. Subcommittee members are appointed by the 
Minister of Environment and Climate Change Canada. There is currently one vacancy in the 
Co-chair position.  
 

Species Specialist Subcommittee Co-chairs and Non-government Science Members are 
recommended to the Minister of Environment and Climate Change Canada by COSEWIC 
following an in-depth review process.  
 

A call for seven Species Specialist Subcommittee Co-chairs and one Non-Government 
Scientist was posted on the COSEWIC website between January 25 and February 22, 2023. 
Selection Committees composed of COSEWIC and Species Specialist Subcommittee 
members then evaluated the applications following procedures set out in COSEWIC’s 
Operations & Procedures Manual. The Chairs of each Selection Committee prepared reports 
summarizing the strengths and weaknesses of the applicants, which were discussed with 
COSEWIC during the in-person species assessment meeting on May 4, 2023. Selected 
candidates were confirmed by COSEWIC, and their names and CVs were provided by 
correspondence to the Federal Minister of Environment and Climate Change on May 17, 
2023, for consideration of appointment. Members of CESCC were copied on this 
correspondence. COSEWIC was grateful for the Federal Minister of Environment’s 
appointment of all COSEWIC’s proposed nominees for membership in July 2023. 
 
 

http://cosewic.ca/index.php/en-ca/about-us/cosewic-members
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ITEM III – WILDLIFE SPECIES ASSESSMENTS 
 
In accordance with Section 25(1) of SARA when COSEWIC completes an assessment of the 
status of a wildlife species, it must provide the Minister and the Canadian Endangered 
Species Conservation Council with a copy of the assessment and the reasons for it. A copy 
of the assessment must also be included on the public registry. 
 

Information pertaining to the wildlife species assessed since the last annual report can 
be found on the SARA Public Registry website at the following address: 
 
https://wildlife-species.canada.ca/species-risk-registry/sar/index/default_e.cfm 
 

The status reports will be available in English and French on the Public Registry at the 
following address: 
 
https://wildlife-species.canada.ca/species-risk-registry/sar/assessment/status_e.cfm 
 
 
ITEM IV – WILDIFE SPECIES ASSESSED BY COSEWIC SINCE ITS 
INCEPTION 
 
In accordance with Section 25(2) of SARA, COSEWIC must annually prepare a complete list 
of every wildlife species it has assessed since the coming into force of that section and a copy 
of that list must be included in the public registry. 
 

The Canadian Species at Risk publication can be found on the Species at Risk Public 
Registry at the following address: 
 
https://wildlife-species.canada.ca/species-risk-
registry/search/advSearchResults_e.cfm?stype=doc&lng=e&advkeywords=&docid=33&start
date=&enddate=&#ot33 
 

It includes all wildlife species assessed by COSEWIC since its inception up to and 
including October 2023.   

https://wildlife-species.canada.ca/species-risk-registry/sar/index/default_e.cfm
https://wildlife-species.canada.ca/species-risk-registry/sar/assessment/status_e.cfm
https://wildlife-species.canada.ca/species-risk-registry/search/advSearchResults_e.cfm?stype=doc&lng=e&advkeywords=&docid=33&startdate=&enddate=&#ot33
https://wildlife-species.canada.ca/species-risk-registry/search/advSearchResults_e.cfm?stype=doc&lng=e&advkeywords=&docid=33&startdate=&enddate=&#ot33
https://wildlife-species.canada.ca/species-risk-registry/search/advSearchResults_e.cfm?stype=doc&lng=e&advkeywords=&docid=33&startdate=&enddate=&#ot33
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